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ABSTRACT
While geographic information systems typically use
polygonal representations to map Earth’s objects, most stateof-the-art methods produce maps by performing pixelwise
classification of remote sensing images, then vectorizing the
outputs. This paper studies if one can learn to directly output
a vectorial semantic labeling of the image. We here cast a
mapping problem as a polygon prediction task, and propose
a deep learning approach which predicts vertices of the polygons outlining objects of interest. Experimental results on
the Solar photovoltaic array location dataset show that the
proposed network succeeds in learning to regress polygon
coordinates, yielding directly vectorial map outputs.
Index Terms— High-resolution aerial images, polygon,
vectorial, regression, deep learning, convolutional neural networks.
1. INTRODUCTION
One of the most important problems of remote sensing image analysis is image classification, which means identifying a thematic class at every pixel location. A key application consists in integrating the recognized objects of interest (e.g., buildings, roads, solar panels) into geographic information systems (GIS). Since GIS use mostly vector-based
data representations, the obtained classification maps are typically vectorized into polygons before being uploaded to GIS.
While the commonly employed vectorization routines, such
as Visvalingam-Whyatt [1] and Douglas-Peucker [2] algorithms, are implemented in most GIS packages (e.g., QGIS,
ArcGIS) accurate polygonization of classification maps is still
an open research question, with recent more robust contributions [3].
The polygonization challenge is illustrated in Fig. 1,
where a classification map obtained by the recent convolutional neural network (CNN)-based approach [4] is polygonized using Douglas-Peucker method with two different
threshold parameters. We can see that in most cases the resulting polygons do not represent well the underlying objects.
In this work, we aim at building a deep learning-based
model, which would be capable to directly output a vectorial
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Fig. 1: Example of a polygonization of the classification map.
(a) shows a satellite image and vector format ground truth.
(b) is a classification map obtained by [4]. (c) and (d) are two
polygonization results obtained by Douglas-Peucker method
with different thresholds.

semantic labeling of the image. This objective is inspired by
a few recent works on using neural networks to output geometric objects, such as the convex hull of a point cloud [5] or
the coordinates of object bounding boxes [6]. We formulate a
mapping problem as a polygon prediction task. The proposed
PolyCNN convolutional neural network takes as input image
patches and regresses coordinates of vertices of polygons outlining objects of interest. The network is built so that it can
be trained in an end-to-end fashion. We restricted this study
to learning quadrilaterals or 4-sided polygons, the main objective of the study being to demonstrate that we can produce
classification maps directly in a vector format and to break
a paradigm of two-stage mapping approaches, where raster
classification is followed by polygonization.
In the next section, we present the proposed CNN architecture. We then perform experimental evaluation on the Solar photovoltaic array location and extend dataset (referred to
as PV dataset in the following) [7], and draw conclusions.
2. METHODOLOGY
Our PolyCNN network takes as input a color (RGB) image
patch centered on the object of interest, and directly outputs
the coordinates of a 4-sided polygon in 2D. These image
patches can be obtained by using any object detection system, for instance a Faster-RCNN network [8]. In this work,

Fig. 2: Architecture of the complete PolyCNN model. The network takes a color image patch as input and directly outputs the
coordinates of a 4-polygon in 2D. Activation functions are all ReLUs, except the last activation which is a sigmoid (so that the
output coordinates are in [0, 1]). conv = convolutional, fc = fully connected.
we restricted the space of all possible polygons to 4-sided
polygons, so that the network has a fixed-length output. An
extension to n-sided polygons is a subject of our ongoing
work.

the first layers of the Inception V4 up to the mixed5e layer
seemed to be a good choice regarding the previous considerations.
2.2. The loss function

2.1. The network

The loss function used to train the PolyCNN network is the
mean L2 distance between the vertices of the ground-truth
polygon and the predicted polygon. We note n the number of
vertices (here fixed to 4), Pgt the n×2 matrix representing the
groundtruth polygon and Ppred the n × 2 matrix representing
the predicted polygon. See Eq. 1 for the definition of such
loss:
n
1X
L=
kPgt (i, .) − Ppred (i, .)k2
(1)
n i=1

Fig. 2 illustrates the architecture of the proposed PolyCNN
model. The neural network is made out of three parts: feature
extractor, encoder and decoder. The feature extractor uses
the first few layers of a pre-trained Inception V4 network [9]
to extract 384 features of resolution 6 × 6. The encoder then
computes a vector of dimension 128, that can be seen as a
point in a latent space where representing different polygon
shapes is easier. The decoder then decodes this 128 vector
into the polygonal representation that we are used to: 8 scalars
representing the 2D coordinates of 4 points.
To choose the architecture of the encoder and decoder, we
experimented on a much simpler dataset. For this purpose,
we generated 64 × 64 pixel images of a random white 4-sided
polygon on a black background. This simple dataset does not
require a complex feature extractor, so we used a very small
feature extractor made out of three 5 × 5 convolutional layers
(with 8, 16 and 32 channels, respectively), each followed by
a 2 × 2 pooling layer. This allowed for fast experimentation,
and we found the architecture for the encoder and especially
the decoder with the goal of having the smallest model that
could learn to regress vertices of 4-sided polygons.
We then had to choose how much of the pre-trained Inception V4 we needed to use. The Inception V4 was trained
on ImageNet [10], whose images are all taken from groundlevel. Our model is meant to be trained on aerial or satellite
images, which have a very different appearance. Thus only
the low-level features of the Inception V4 should be interesting, as they are not specific to an object or a point of view and
remain general enough. Furthermore, using as few layers as
possible has the advantage of yielding a smaller model, which
is thus faster to train and is less prone to over-fitting. Using

Eq. 1 assumes that both ground-truth and predicted polygons have their vertices numbered in the same way (same
starting vertex and same orientation). Therefore, this loss
function would force the model to learn a specific starting vertex. The network cannot learn this, because the starting vertex
is arbitrary. A more complex loss has to be used, one which is
invariant to the starting vertex. For this purpose, we compute
all the possible shifts of vertices for the predicted polygon
and take the minimum mean L2 distance (to the groundtruth
polygon) out of all these shifted polygons. Our loss function
is thus defined as:
n
1X
L = min
kPgt (i, .) − Ppred (i + s, .)k2 (2)
∀s∈[0,n−1] n
i=1
Eq. 2 still assumes the orientation of both polygons are
the same (e.g., clockwise), but we found this not to be a problem: as long as all ground truth polygons have the same orientation, the network learns to output polygons with the same
orientation.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We use the PV dataset [7] to train, validate and test the performance of the proposed network. This dataset contains the

geospatial coordinates and border vertices for over 19000
solar panels (used as ground truth in this work) across 601
high-resolution (30 cm/pixel) aerial orthorectified images
from four cities in California, USA.

• Number of polygon vertices is 4. All polygons were
simplified first because some of them are overdefined
(e.g., three aligned vertices).
• Polygon diameter is less than 67 · 0.8 = 53.6 pixels
so that enough context is left in the resulting 67 × 67
image patch.
At this point, we have 6366 groundtruth 4-sided polygons
each associated to one image patch. Every patch includes at
least one polygon and if two polygons are adjacent, two different patches are generated, each with its own polygon. We
split this dataset into train, validation and test sets. We set
both validation and testing set sizes to 256 patches each. This
leaves 5854 patches for training. This is a fairly small dataset
for training a deep neural network. We performed data augmentation to try alleviating this problem, consisting of:
1. Random rotations with angle θ ∈ [0, 2π).
2. Random vertical flip on the rotated image.
Finally, the data is normalized. The image values are
scaled between [−1, 1] and the polygon vertex coordinates are
scaled between [0, 1].
3.2. Training
The Inception V4 layers are pre-trained on ImageNet [10]
and are fine-tuned during training. The Decoder is also pretrained, this time on the generated dataset of 4-sided polygons
we mentioned in the methodology section. We used an Adam
optimizer with the default values for the decay rates for the
moment estimates β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999. A batch size
of 256 was used. The learning rate (lr) follows a different
schedule for the 3 parts of the model:
lr up to iteration
Inception V4 layers
Encoder
Decoder
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3.3. Results and discussion
(a) PolyCNN
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Fig. 3: Examples of visual results on the test set. Ground
truth, PolyCNN and baseline polygons are denoted in green,
orange and red, respectively.
3.1. Data pre-processing and augmentation
For each √
image in the PV dataset, we extract square patches of
size 67 · 2 ≈ 95 pixels (the final image patch will be of size
67 pixels, but we need this margin for the data-augmentation
step) around each polygon from the ground truth that satisfy
the following conditions:

To compare our results, we introduce a baseline method
to predict 4-sided polygons. It consists of applying U-Net
[11] for pixelwise classification (which yielded the highest
performance in large-scale aerial image classification challenge [12]) followed by a Douglas-Peucker vectorization
algorithm to obtain 4-sided polygons. Because the U-Net
can predict several solar arrays within the image patch, it can
result in multiple blobs in the prediction image. We thus vectorize the blob which gives the maximum intersection with
the ground truth blob. This way we always obtain a 4-sided
polygon around the center of the image, just like our method.
Fig. 3 illustrates examples of visual results on the test set.
We can observe through the whole test set that our method

amount of weights. Other areas of future experimentation include using different feature extractors (U-Net, SegNet [13]),
learning n-sided polygons with variable n and learning to
outline other type of objects such as buildings.
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